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Georges Perec

“Attempt at an 
Inventory of the 
Liquid and Solid 
Foodstuffs 
Ingurgitated by Me 
in the Course of the 
Year Nineteen 
Hundred and 
Seventy-Four”



A Sense of 
Order
The piece masquerades as 
a kind of manifest, with 
robust visual boundaries—
sections marked by 
dramatic drop caps, 
paragraphs within each 
section, abundant use of 
serial commas—all 
suggestive of purely 
materialist or economic 
concerns, demonstrating 
strict boundaries, promoting 
a sense of order.





Four Pasta

There are all the noodles in 
submissive 
companionship: “Four 
pasta, three noodles, one 
fettucine with cream, one 
macaroni cheese, one 
macaroni, fifteen fresh 
noodles, three rigatoni, 
two ravioli, four spaghetti, 
one tortellini, five 
tagliatelle verde.”



Three “Chinese”

By what reasoning do “cold cuts, two couscous, 
three ‘Chinese’,” keep company with “pizza,” 
“tajine,” and “one ham sandwich”? 



TAGINE



One Blini
In “An Attempt at an Inventory,” 

certainly, organization 
undermines itself. For what 
reason are “One blini, one 
empanada, one dried beef. 
Three snails” brought 
together in their own modest 
little paragraph? In what way 
are they supposed to relate 
to one another? And why 
have they been 
disarticulated from the rest 
of the text? 



ONE 
EMPANADA



Three Snails

Even the punctuation 
incites, the “Three 
snails” segregated 
by a full stop from 
the companions 
with whom they 
share a line.



One blini, one empanada, one dried beef. Three snails. 



human bodies are 
passageways

Though our eating and 
drinking may be 
described, such 
description does not 
bring our chaotic 
appetites and our 
organic bodies into 
regulation; rather, it 
draws attention to the 
fact that human 
bodies are not 
independent entities, 
but passageways for 
the consumption and 
elimination of other 
living things.



Like Puzzle Pieces

The disassembling of regular 
structure means that language 
elements are made available 
piece by piece, each fragment its 
own unit. Like puzzle pieces. 



Two Scrambled 
Eggs

Obsessive naming and renaming, 
the recursive abstract revisiting of 
what is typically deemed 
experiential, the repetition of 
sameness—“two eggs in aspic, two 
scrambled eggs, four omelettes, 
one sort-of omelette, one bean-
sprout omelette”—as a means of 
testing and discovering pattern, is 
fundamental to scientific, literary, 
and autistic practice.
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